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Taylor Creek Restoration: Sediment Management Options Evaluation 
Betsy Lyons & Cody Nelson 
1/31/22 

Purpose of Memo 
The purpose of this memo is to support shared decision-making by SPU and SPR related to SPU’s 
Taylor Creek Restoration Project in advance of the 2/8/2022 ProView meeting.  The project was 
presented to ProView and ProView Tech, as well as to SPU’s Asset Management Committee. 
Overlapping concerns were voiced from SPU and SPR, as well as from Friends of Dead Horse Canyon a 
local community stewardship group.  While there appears to be general support of the intent of the 
project to restore creek health and salmon habitat, there are concerns about the project’s short-term 
impacts to the environment particularly in relation to the proposed sediment management approach 
and installation of large woody material (LWM). SPR concerns were centered on impacts to trees and 
the natural environment as well as Parks user experience (i.e., disruption in use of park and perceived 
public impacts), and future O&M expectations for SPR staff.  Friends of Dead Horse Canyon have also 
expressed concerns to SPU and SPR about potential impacts of the construction on the site and forest 
canopy where they have been actively involved in stewardship and reforestation. 

To address these concerns, SPU’s project team was asked to return to ProView with information on 
other alternatives and impacts.  While ProView was identified by SPR as their decision-making forum, 
the intent for the 2/8/2022 ProView meeting is to have a collaborative exchange of ideas with decisions 
about design elements on SPR property being made at a subsequent ProView meeting. As part of the 
decision making, the cost-sharing and maintenance responsibilities between the departments need to 
be clarified and documented. The memo and associated attachments provide: 

1. Project overview and history (including sediment problems) 
2. Sediment management objectives 
3. Overview of sediment management options including: 

a. Costs 
b. Benefits and risks 
c. Temporary and long-term environmental impacts 
d. Alternative large woody material (LWM access options and delivery methods 

4. O&M assumptions (Appendix A) 
5. Tree Survey (Appendix B) 
6.  Proposed permanent fill slope in place of existing boardwalk (Appendix C) 
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Project Overview and History 
The Taylor Creek Restoration project is a watershed scale effort being led by SPU to improve fish 
passage, restore fish habitat, replace, and upgrade aging drainage infrastructure and restore more 
natural ecological processes in Taylor Creek. The project proposes to: 

• Replace the Rainier Ave culvert (current fish passage barrier) with a bridge 
• Correct two additional fish passage barriers to enable fish passage into Dead Horse canyon 
• Restore creek, floodplain, and shoreline habitat downstream of the Rainier Ave. culvert, and to 

restore upstream floodplain and creek habitat adjacent to Lakeridge Park 
• Provide new shoreline access and extend public natural area protection along Taylor Creek 
• Provide pedestrian improvements across Rainier Ave and between SPU’s lake-side property and 

Lakeridge Playfield and make drainage improvements that will benefit the playfield. 
• Tightline two stormwater outfalls in Dead Horse canyon 
• Stabilize a section of the trail and buried sewer line within Dead Horse canyon  
• Restore the creek channel and banks within Dead Horse canyon through installation of large 

woody material 

The physical habitat, natural hydrology and the sediment regime in this watershed have been altered 
significantly with urban development over the past 100 years, resulting in excessive erosion and 
transport of material to the shoreline. The heavy sediment load has caused flooding to several private 
properties and impact the ability of landowners to use their docks which resulted in claims to the City 
and SPU. Replacement of the Rainier Ave. culvert is among SPU’s highest priority culverts for 
replacement. It is in poor condition, undersized for current and future flows and is fish passage barrier. 
The Taylor Creek delta and channel are restoration priorities in the region’s salmon recovery plans to 
improve habitat for federally listed Chinook salmon and other salmonids. To support all of these needs, 
SPU purchased seven properties to support this project.  

SPU’s initial design was focused on the culvert replacement and restoration of the lower creek channel 
and delta and confined to the public ROW and SPU-owned properties. This initial design (taken to 
approximately 60% design) relied on a proposed in-stream sediment pond to collect excess sediment 
where it would be dredged and disposed of routinely. This approach was not supported by permitting 
agencies and had negative environmental impacts. In2019, SPU began developing an alternative 
approach for a more natural and sustainable approach to sediment management that focused on solving 
problems at the source.   SPU expanded the project design scope to include other actions on SPR 
property within Dead Horse canyon to reduce sources of erosion, increase sediment storage and restore 
Taylor Creek to a more natural and resilient state.  A preliminary design was developed for this new 
body of work in the upper canyon and presented to SPR via ProView Tech (9/22/21 and 9/28/21) and to 
SPU’s Asset Management Committee.  Following comments from both Departments the project team 
evaluated additional options (described below) for trying to address our sediment management 
objectives. 
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Sediment Management Objectives 
SPU’s design process has been 
ongoing for several years and 
was informed by information 
from past reports and previous 
monitoring efforts. Beginning in 
2018, SPU started collecting 
stream flow and sediment data 
from Taylor Creek. This 
monitoring revealed higher 
estimates (600 cy/yr.) of 
sediment input than previously documented.  This new data became one of a few key drivers and led 
the project team to shift its approach to sediment management away from a simple focus on traditional 
sediment storage to a more holistic sediment management strategy that would address the problem at 
the source, be more sustainable without excess maintenance, could manage the currently estimated 
sediment load, is cost-effective over an estimated 50-year life cycle, and puts the natural system on a 
trajectory of improved function to support future conditions.   

The team developed a design around three objectives which are thought to be necessary to meet the 
project goals: 1) reduce or eliminate the causes of erosion and sediment input in the canyon, 2) add 
sediment storage in-stream, and 3) add sediment storage through floodplain restoration near Lakeridge 
Playfield (and potentially through expansion in a future phase).  

Current Design  
SPU’s current design is Machine Placed LWM (Option 1) and was developed to address the sediment 
management objectives described above. This option is centered on a robust placement of LWM 
including 23 large, machine-placed wood structures through the mainstem and East and West Forks as 
well as 102 timber frame structures along the banks of Taylor Creek. Collectively, the structures are 
designed to capture 3,200 cubic yards of material and as they fill and provide erosion protection in 
concert with other erosion control measures. As the structures fill and provide slope stabilization and 
erosion control of the channel banks, we expect a new equilibrium to be achieved and the sediment 
volume and grain size reaching the lower channel and delta to be reduced to 100-200 cubic yards per 
year. In concert with other erosion control measures, including tightlining two outfalls, installing timber 
frame structures around each large wood structure, and managing the ravine wall vegetation, we expect 
a 90% reduction in annual sediment delivery over time. 

As designed, a temporary access roadway would be needed to transport material to the canyon and 
bring in equipment needed to install the LWD. The temporary access road would require removal 
of 104 trees. This option provides the greatest long-term benefits to the watershed and least need for 
repetitive construction cycles in the long-term.  This option would create conditions that will, over time, 
raise the elevation of the creek channel to match the elevation of the floodplain and stop the continued 
downcutting and erosion of the channel.  Without appropriately-sized and placed material, we run the 
risk that the structures 1) don’t remain stable over time, 2) fill too quickly and/or 3) aren’t effective in 
building up the channel enough to reconnect to the floodplain and reduce downcutting.  Resulting 
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consequences could include damage to the downstream salmon habitat improvements, excess 
deposition at the creek mouth, sediment build-up in the culvert and continued downcutting and erosion 
upstream of the structures.     

Sediment Management Alternatives  
While the current design is thought to best meet creek habitat objectives, it requires a temporary access 
road to bring in the LWM and associated construction materials. Given concerns about the impacts and 
costs of the current design, the team evaluated additional LWM options and access 
routes.  These options are Hand-Placed LWM (Option 2), and a Hybrid LWM option (Option 3) which 
would construct a partial access road for machine-placed wood in the lower half of the canyon, and 
only hand-placed wood in the upper portion of the canyon.  Neither of these options will be as effective 
in capturing and storing sediment or reducing erosional processes in the canyon and require on-going 
continued maintenance and construction of additional LWM structures in the future to keep the habitat 
function of the project as a whole. The alternative options also may not be effective in raising the 
channel elevation over time to reconnect with the floodplain and stop continued upstream downcutting 
of the creek channel. 
 
For each option the project team considered how the LWM could be transported to the site (i.e., 
delivery method) and how the material would be installed (i.e., installation method), how well each of 
these options would meet the sediment management objectives, the benefits and impacts, and 
O&M activities that would be required (Table 3). A supplemental write-up on O&M activities and 
estimated costs is included as Appendix A.  
 
The sections below provide a discussion of all three options including benefits and risks, 
costs, sustainability, and maintenance requirements. A matrix summarizing each of the options is 
provided in Table 3. 
 
Benefits and Risk 
Current Design (Option 1) 
When fully mature, the LWM structures in our current design should raise the canyon floor by 5 feet, 
with the goal of restoring the canyon to its presumed historical condition and reducing future erosion. 
The structures will also support streambank stabilization as they fill, elevating and widening the 
streambed and thus adding support to the overly steepened toe of the canyon walls.  These streambed 
structures alone will result in a more stable system that releases less sediment over time. In concert 
with other erosion control measures, including tightlining two outfalls, installing timber frame structures 
around each large wood structure, and managing the ravine wall vegetation, we expect a 90% reduction 
in annual sediment delivery downstream compared to existing conditions. Long-term, the larger, 
machine-placed structures will provide the most benefit to the canyon from an erosion, sediment 
control, floodplain, and habitat perspective.  

The current design option, while solving the sediment management problem most effectively, is not 
without its drawbacks. A temporary access road would need to be constructed to provide access for 
materials delivery and equipment to access and install the structures. Design recommendations for the 
temporary access road would be in place for at least 2 years and would result in 104 trees greater than 
6-inch diameter being removed (87 deciduous, 17 coniferous as summarized in Table 1). This is an 
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immediate impact to the habitat along the slopes and would change the tree canopy on the west canyon 
slope for several years while new plantings establish. Appendix B includes a more detailed list of the 
trees (tag #, location, diameter, deciduous or coniferous classification) that would need to be removed 
to make way for the temporary access road as well as those trees that are within the 15-foot buffer of 
the edges of the access road. This is in addition to impacts to many smaller diameter trees planted and 
maintained by volunteers. Trees within the buffer would not be removed but limbs or roots could 
potentially be impacted by construction work. Additional tree health studies as well as tree species 
identification would be performed, as requested by Parks, based on the sediment management strategy 
decision.  

Table 1. Tree Impacts in Dead Horse Canyon from Temporary Access Road and Tightlines (red = 
trees within SPR property) 

Tree Type 

Number to be removed by DSH 
Range (inches) Subtotal 

6-12 >12-24 >24-36 >36-48 

Dead Horse Canyon 

Conifer 15 1 0 1 17 

Deciduous 31 47 7 2 87 

Total 104 

Tightlines 

Conifer 5 (1) 0 0 0 5 

Deciduous 1 1 0 0 2 

Total 7 

Grand Total 111 

 

Additional benefits of this option include the ability to install additional sewer access (maintenance 
holes or clean outs) during road construction which will help SPU improve sewer maintenance, and the 
potential elimination of one of the deteriorated boardwalks and replacement with a trail and permanent 
retaining wall (see Appendix C for proposed layout). The potential elimination of the boardwalk has 
been preliminarily discussed with SPR engineering and will be presented at the Feb 8th ProView. 

Hand-Placed LWM (Option 2) 
While the hand-placed structures would not require an access road, there is inherently more risk to 
installing smaller structures due to uncertainty on expected performance and shortcomings in 
addressing the sediment management problem. Hand-placed structures would be much smaller, since 
they don’t require machines for placement, and they won’t be able to capture as much sediment (about 
1000 cubic yards in total) or increase the canyon floor by as many feet (about 1.5 ft maximum). Hand-
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placed structures wouldn’t be as effectively embedded in the banks of the creek, therefore increasing 
the potential for wood shifting, and potentially increasing the maintenance of the wood structures in 
the first few years to ensure fish passability (O&M requirements and costs are described in more detail 
in later section of this document). The channel erosion control benefits of hand-placed structures would 
also be significantly reduced. Without the ability to get heavy equipment into the canyon to install and 
anchor the timber frame structures they would be much smaller and not as effective in bank 
stabilization; at this time, we are unsure if they would be part of the design. Since they wouldn’t be 
anchored to the bank, there is also risk in wood movement downstream as well as the creek routing 
around the LWM.  

Hybrid LWM (Option 3) 
A hybrid option of partial machine- and partial hand-placed structures would be a compromise in 
benefits from the current design, and certainly more beneficial than the hand placed option in terms of 
sediment management. Impacts due to machine required access would be realized in the lower half of 
the canyon and risks present with the hand-placed structures would apply in the upper half of the 
canyon. For the purposes of evaluation, the hybrid option access road would terminate just north 
(downslope) of the pedestrian boardwalk on the west canyon slope. This would allow placement of 
larger structures in the lower channel where they are most needed. 

An additional benefit of this option includes the ability to provide some additional sewer access points 
(e.g., maintenance hole or clean outs) during road construction which will help SPU improve sewer 
maintenance. Elimination of the boardwalk and replacement with a trail is not possible under this option 
as the proposed temporary road would end before the boardwalk. 

Costs 
The added cost to install LWM is summarized in Table 2 below. The current design requires a temporary 
access road and machines to place the largest wood, therefore, it is the most cost up front. However, 
this option is not expected to require routine maintenance as the structures fill and achieve equilibrium, 
and this option provides the least risk to the performance of the structures in achieving both maximum 
sediment capture and erosion control (and reduction).  

Options 2 and 3 have not been fully estimated, and if pursued, would also require significant re-design 
effort so these costs are estimated as within a range. Both of those options would require future 
maintenance and possibly new capital projects initiated to supplement the LWM to ensure sufficient 
sediment capture and erosion control (see next section). 

All the options represent a significant investment in Park property and the long-term sustainability of 
the natural ecosystem. Although not described below, a “do-nothing” option is the least costly and 
would perpetuate the current condition of the canyon, which is in active erosion. A “do-nothing” 
approach would result in destruction of the downstream restoration measures around the Rainier Ave S 
culvert and stretch to the Lake Washington shoreline and require regular dredging and maintenance of 
the lower channel.  
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Table 2. Sediment Management Options CIP Costs  

Option Current Design LWM 
Option 1 

Hand-Placed LWM 
Option 2 

Hybrid LWM      
Option 3 

Remaining Hard 
Cost $9,200,000 $3,600,000 estimated $5,700,000 estimated 

LWM $4,900,000 $3,000,000 est $3,500,000 est 
Access Rd $3,700,000 -- $1,600,000 est 

Floodplain $400,000 $400,000 est $400,000 est 
Misc $200,000 $200,000 est $200,000 est 

Soft Cost    
Remaining costs $1,000,000 $2,000,000 est $2,200,000 est 

Total Remaining 
CIP Cost  $13M $8-10M estimated $10-12M estimated 

 

Sustainability and Required Maintenance 
Sustainability and required maintenance is described in future detail for each of the options below. 
Note: both the Corps and WDFW are strongly motivated to not permit structures that can become 
barriers to fish movement Therefore, the regulators would likely want assurances through the project 
design, and/or routine maintenance that the structures remain fish passable in perpetuity for all the 
options.  
Current Design (Option 1) 
The current design is the most sustainable and the project team does not anticipate having to plan for 
routine long-term maintenance. These structures would become part of the natural environment and 
not capital assets. There may be some focused efforts in specific locations, but no new access road or 
channel disturbance. These structures would help build up the stream channel and reconnect more of 
the channel with the adjacent floodplain to allow for reduced velocities and greater sediment storage. 
There is a limit to the height of ravine filling along the channel and sediment accumulation in the current 
design approaches that height. By stabilizing the bed and bank, we should address the major factors in 
the currently observed, accelerated sediment generation in the ravine. Having less sediment, and 
smaller sized sediment delivered to the delta should mean that the delta will grow more slowly than in 
the past. The finer materials in the delta will both translate further out into the lake and will have more 
room to spread out, allowing the delta to form generally within the City’s property. However, at some 
point and with any natural process, the delta may expand beyond City property lines.   

Unplanned adaptive management for this option, and the other options, could include adding more 
wood and small tweaks on the system to maintain sediment capture and ensure fish passability. Because 
machine-placed wood is anchored into the banks, it is least susceptible to movement, and while 
continued monitoring would be needed to ensure the structures remain fish passable, the likelihood of 
actually having to adjust the structures beyond the 5-year mark is extremely low. With the sediment 
capture capacity and the erosion reduction measures, the lower rate of sediment generation is intended 
to be similar to the pre-development condition for Taylor Creek. There would still be an urban runoff 
influence on the creek, so it is desirable to have some mobile sediment to maintain a dynamic channel 
bed and sediment transport to the delta to maintain the delta and shoreline habitat. Overall, we’re 
expecting very little to no management of these structures. 
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Hand-Placed LWM (Option 2) 
Option 2 is the least sustainable in terms of longevity, both structurally and for the ability to reduce 
erosion and capture sediment. The hand-placed structures would not be able to capture the desired 
amount of sediment that is currently being delivered to the stream.  They are also more likely to fail 
during large storm events as they will not be anchored into the bank similarly to Option 1. 

Planned O&M for this option would require annual inspections, adjustment of structures and the 
periodic addition of new structures potentially at intervals as frequent as every 2-5 years depending on 
how the structures perform and when the site reaches equilibrium. Rebuilding these new structures are 
beyond resource capacity and abilities of SPU maintenance crews. During the first few years following 
construction and before significant erosion reduction has occurred, the LWM structures may fill quickly 
and be at capacity within 1-2 yrs. based of installation. This could warrant supplemental wood 
placement in the required 2–5-year interval. Because hand-placed wood is more susceptible to 
movement, indefinite monitoring accompanied with likely adjustments to the existing structures would 
be needed to ensure the structures remain fish passable.  Observations of hand-placed LWM placed just 
upstream of Holyoke St. reveal that while the structures have remained physically intact after 20 years, 
they filled quickly and are no longer doing the job of capturing sediment.  

While routine maintenance or adaptive management wouldn't necessarily be needed as soon as the 
structures are full – the performance of the structures may need to be evaluated for a period after 
equilibrium to see what the new sediment regime is and consider if other adaptive management actions 
would be needed and feasible.  The timing of LWM storage rates is also influenced by landslides which 
are unpredictable but appear to occur on ~ 10-year cycles. Adaptive management activities could 
include the addition of LWM following landslides, or dredging the creek channel on SPU property 
downstream, and expanding the floodplain if and as additional properties can be acquired from willing 
sellers.  

Hybrid LWM (Option3) 
A hybrid option may provide a moderate level of sustainability between Options 1 and 2. For the lower 
half of the canyon where the portion of LWM would be larger and installed by machine, required 
maintenance may be relatively low to none (similar to Option 1). In other words, we wouldn’t expect to 
need to re-enter the lower machine-built portion again. For the upper half, where structures would be 
smaller and hand-placed, maintenance would be commensurate with Option 2, requiring stabilization, 
adjustment and supplemental structures added in 3–7-year intervals. 

Adaptive management for Option 3 is expected to be like Option 2 Hand-Placed in that we’d need 
continued adaptive management efforts in regular intervals to supplement the hand placed structures 
and add storage in the upper canyon. The project team estimates that because the larger more stable 
LWM in the lower half of the canyon would initially compensate for less sediment retention upstream, 
the asset management strategy could be more on the order of every 3-7 years. Indefinite monitoring 
accompanied with likely adjustments to the existing structures would be needed in the upper half of the 
canyon to ensure the structures remain fish passable.  

The following tables are available to support decision making: 
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• Table 3 Sediment Management Options + Lower Taylor Creek Restoration – Benefits & Risks 
Comparison is a detailed compilation of the information provided in the above sections for 
easier comparison of the options and to support decision-making.  

• Table 4 Options Comparison: Ability to Meet Sediment Management Objective shows how the 
individual project elements relate to the sediment management strategies, and the extent to 
which the elements are able to address the overall sediment management objectives.  
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Table 3. Sediment Management Options + Lower Taylor Creek Restoration – Benefits & Risks Comparison 

 Option 1 Machine-placed LWM 
(Current design) 

Option 2 – Hand-Placed LWM Option 3 – Hybrid Hand/Machine LWM 

Description Max. Wood Storage now; full temp access road  
(23 structures, 3200CY retention potential, plus 
erosion control measures) 

Only hand-placed now; no access road 
(17 structures, 1000CY retention potential, limited/no 
erosion control measures) 

Combo hand/machine placed now; partial access road 
(Something in between Op 1 & Op 2) 
 

Access, Installation & 
Material Delivery 
Method 
 

Machine materials delivery (requires temporary 
access road from Holyoke St. up into canyon) 
Machine LWM placement 

Hand carried and placed materials; Assumed access 
from Holyoke St.  

Lower 1/3 – ½ of creek gets temporary access road and 
machine placed large wood structures 
Upper half of creek gets hand placed large wood 
structures 
Access from Holyoke St. *  

Duration or Phasing  2 yr. construction 
 
Yr. 1 - Temporary access road construction + 
machine placed LWM, apartment demo, Rainier Ave 
Culvert construction 
 
Yr. 2 - Remaining machine placed LWM + temporary 
access road removal, lower project area restoration 

2 yr. construction (potential for additional year due to 
slower pace) + additional construction on an on-going 
basis. 
 
Yr. 1 - Hand placed only LWM, apartment demo, 
Rainier Ave Culvert construction  
 
Yr. 2 – Remaining hand placed LWM, lower project 
area restoration 

2 yr. construction + additional construction on an on-going 
basis. 
 
 
Yr. 1 - Partial temporary access road + machine placed 
LWM  
 
Yr. 2 - Hand placed LWM, lower project area restoration 

Total Project Cost $43.7M  $32-37M estimated $35-40M estimated 
Cost Burden 2022-2026 CIP Budget Cycle 2022-2026 CIP Budget Cycle $32-37M  

Wait and see on add’l sed mgmt. work and consider 
adding 
2026-2030 CIP Budget Cycle $10-20M 

2022-2026 CIP Budget Cycle $30M 
Wait and see on add’l sed mgmt. work and consider adding 
2026-2030 CIP Budget Cycle $10-15M 

Environmental/Ecological 
Impacts 

1. Removal of 104 trees (87 deciduous, 17 conifer) 
2. Soil disturbance of bank sediments for LWM 

embedment throughout mainstem and into east 
fork 

3. Soil disturbance within temporary access road 
footprint extending to east fork 

1. No tree removal, or minimal removal if SPR 
identifies trees in canyon that could be used for 
inclusion in creek habitat) 

2. Soil disturbance impacts limited to footpaths 
around creek banks 

3. Limited plant restoration along creek banks 

1. Removal of approx. 55 trees 
2. Soil disturbance of bank sediments for LWM 

embedment throughout half of the mainstem  
3. Soil disturbance within temporary access road footprint 

approx. halfway up canyon 
4. Increased carbon emissions due to equipment and 

machine use 
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4. Increased carbon emissions due to equipment 
and machine use 

5. Invasive plant removal throughout entire 
disturbed area  

6. Restoration throughout entire disturbed area 
with thousands of plants and trees  

7. Funding for Parks invasives management on east 
canyon wall 

4. Funding for Parks invasives management on east 
canyon wall 

5. Invasive plant removal throughout entire disturbed 
area  

6. Restoration throughout entire disturbed area with 
hundreds of plants and trees  

7. Funding for Parks invasives management on east 
canyon wall 

Benefit 1. Addresses problem at source to extent feasible 
a. Maximizes sediment retention 
b. Maximizes erosion control 

2. No expected O&M costs for long term sediment 
management  

3. Allows installation of additional access points for 
sewer line maintenance  

4. Allows lower Taylor Creek floodplain design to 
be self-maintaining (no future dredge of 
floodplain) 

5. Potential for replacement of wooden boardwalk 
with fill embankment (reducing Parks risk and 
maintenance with respect to pedestrian use, 
reducing SPU risk and maintenance with respect 
to sewer line) 

6. Least cost burden long term 
7. Long-term health of canyon increased with 

decreased erosion, increased floodplain, 
increased sediment storage, increased plant 
diversity 

1. Least ecological impact now 
2. Less cost burden now 

1. Achieves slightly more sediment retention than Option 
2 (but less than Option 1) 

2. Less ecological impact than Option 1 
3. Allows installation of some additional access points for 

sewer line maintenance 

Risk 1. Estimated 5 - 14 yr. fill period 
2. Greater temporary ecological impacts  
3. Increased cost burden now 
4. Landslides could decrease fill rate 

1. Estimated 1 - 5 yr. fill period 
2. Highest risk to LWM efficiency, less sediment 

reduction long-term 
3. No erosion control measures other than limited 

planting in disturbed areas along creek banks – 
continued erosional processes 

1. Estimated 3 - 7 yr. fill period 
2. Moderate risk to LWM efficiency, less sediment 

reduction long-term 
3. Limited erosion control measures commensurate with 

extent of temporary access road and machine placed 
LWM  
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4. Higher burden on O&M in years 2-? 
5. Increased cost burden long-term – Likely initiate 

new CIP project in 1-5 years (adding large wood) 
6. Landslides could decrease fill rate 
7. Potential for additional construction year to 

accommodate slower pace of work 

4. Higher burden on O&M in years 3-? 
5. Increased cost burden long-term – Likely initiate new 

CIP project in 5-10 years (adding large wood) 
6. Landslides could decrease fill rate 

 

Planned Operations & 
Maintenance 

Least O&M Burden 
Structures will not be SPU assets; no routine 
maintenance expected. Structures will be treated as 
habitat features and left in place to integrate into 
creek channel. 

Most O&M Burden 
Routine maintenance may be needed every 2-5 years:  
- adding new wood structures 
- maintaining fish passability beyond 5 years 
 

Moderate O&M Burden 
Routine maintenance may be needed every 3-7 years:  
- adding new wood structures 
- maintaining fish passability beyond 5 years for upper 
canyon only 
 

Possible Adaptive 
Management Needs 

Adaptive management/monitoring options within 
first 2-3 (up to 5) years:  
- add more wood or make small tweaks on system 

Ongoing adaptive management/monitoring:  
dredge creek if sediment causes blockage issues  
- expand floodplain in future 

Ongoing adaptive management/ monitoring:  
- dredge creek if sediment causes blockage issues  
- expand floodplain in future 

50 yr Lifecycle Cost:  $43.7M (includes $1.1M O&M) 
Long term costs could be reduced if road stays 
permanent 

$46M (includes $15M O&M over 50 years) $48M (includes $8M O&M over 50 years) 
Long term costs could be reduced if half road stays 
permanent 

Alternative Access LWM 
Delivery Options 

The current design assumes access from Holyoke 
St.  
LWM delivered by Helicopter: 

- Some road access likely still needed for 
equipment to install the LWM 

- Risk of tree canopy damage (blow down) 
- Possibly infeasible due to height of tree 

canopy 
- Difficulty of obtaining special Congested Air 

permit 
- Safety hazard for staff and contractor during 

delivery 
- No staging area or flight path identified 
- Potential need for staging areas to be 

developed in canyon (tree height/elevation) 
- Likely decreased material delivery cost 

N/A – all materials sized to be carried in next to the 
creek by hand. 

Same as Option 1, applied to the lower half of the canyon. 
Upper canyon, same as Option 2. 
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LWM delivered by Pack Animals:  

- Risk of additional construction year to 
accommodate slower pace of work 

- As designed, the structures require machine 
placement – so machines would be required 
within the creek channel anyways  

- Some road access likely still needed for 
equipment to install the LWM 

Meets Reduced Sediment 
Input Objective 

Strongly Meets Objective 
- Reduced ravine wall erosion with tightlines 
- Reduced channel erosion – stabilize banks 

with embedded structures, timber frames 
and bank revegetation 

- Decreases channel slope over time, resulting 
in reduced flow velocity 

Does not meet Objective as well as Options 1 & 3 
- Reduced ravine wall erosion with tightlines 
- Least erosion control – structures are not 

embedded and no timber frames 
- Decreases channel slope the least, resulting in 

little velocity change 

Does not meet Objective as well as Option 1, better than 
Option 2 

- Reduced ravine wall erosion with tightlines 
- Moderate erosion control – structures in lower half 

of canyon provide the most benefit 
- Decreased channel slope significantly in lower half 

of canyon, but only small change in upper half 
Meets Increased 
Sediment Storage 
(floodplain) in Dead 
Horse Canyon Objective 

Strongly Meets Objective 
- Maximum sediment storage with largest 

LWM structures 
- Approaches height of allowable filling in 

channel – reducing channel slope the most 
and allows maximum floodplain connection 

Does not meet Objective as well as Options 1 & 3 
- Least sediment storage with smallest LWM 

structures 
- Decreases channel slope the least, smallest 

floodplain reconnection 

Does not meet Objective as well as Option 1, better than 
Option 2 

- Moderate sediment storage with combination of 
large and small LWM structures 

- Connecting to maximum floodplain in lower half of 
channel, but smallest connection in upper half 

*Potential additional access concept identified at 69th Ave. but has not been scoped or design—to be discussed at ProView.  
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Table 4. Options Comparison:  Ability to Meet Sediment Management Objectives 
Expected to meet goals 
May partially meet goals 
Unlikely to meet goals 

SEDIMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 
Project Elements 

Option 1 
Machine-

Placed 
LWM 

Option 2 
Hand-
placed 
LWM 

Option 3 
Hybrid 

Machine 
& Hand 

LWM 

Previous-
Sediment 

Pond 
Option  

Reduce Sediment 
Input  

Tightline outfalls      

Timber frames – stabilize and re-
vegetate banks – reduce erosion 

    

Instream LWM – Reduce peak 
flows – decrease channel 
slope/build-up stream bed 

    

Invasive removal and 
revegetation in canyon 

    

Increase Sediment 
Storage – Canyon 

 

Instream LWM – captures in-
stream sediment  

    

Timber frames – stabilize and 
revegetate bank - captures more 
sediment 

    

Increase Sediment 
Storage – Floodplain 

Floodplain reconnection in Dead 
Horse Canyon – increased channel 
bed elevation reconnects channel 
to floodplain areas, increasing 
storage potential 

    

Floodplain restoration adjacent to 
Lakeridge Playfield 

    

Ensure Sustainability 
and Resiliency 

Most self-sustaining without 
planned routine maintenance 

    

 
CONSIDERATIONS for SPR PROPERTY (DRAFT based on SPU understanding; SPR edits welcome) 

 

Environmental 
Impacts and Benefits 

Limit short-term impacts – 
Tree/vegetation removal or slope 
disturbance limited or none 

    

Increase long-term benefits – 
Creek and habitat health improved 

    

Community Impacts 
and Benefits 

Limit short-term impacts – 
Community use not impacted 

    

Increase long-term benefits – trail 
and boardwalk improvements 
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Appendix A 
Taylor Creek Restoration Project: O&M Assumptions for Sediment 
Management Options  
01.31.22 – prepared by Cody Nelson and Betsy Lyons 
 

Overview of Proposed Sediment Management Strategy 
The Taylor Creek Restoration project was originally designed to include a sediment pond to capture 
sediment below Dead Horse Canyon. Concerns about the difficulty and cost of maintaining a sediment 
pond led the DWW Line of Business (LOB) to suggest a change in approach. The intent was to move 
away from a fixed sediment management facility, towards a more holistic, natural sediment 
management strategy which would be more sustainable and cost effective over the full lifecycle of the 
project. Effectively managing sediment is important for: 1) limiting impacts to SPU assets, 2) preventing 
impacts to adjacent private property, and 3) protecting the City’s investment in salmon habitat 
restoration. 
 
The sediment management objectives are to reduce sediment input and increase sediment storage. 
Large woody materials (LWM, also called bed control structures) and associated timber frame structures 
were added to the design to: 1) stabilize the channel and banks within the ravine and 2) capture 
sediment and 3) build up the channel so it can reconnect to its floodplain. The structures will support 
streambank stabilization and reduce channel erosion as they fill and reduce the slope at the bottom of 
the canyon walls; the slope reduction itself will lend to a more stable system that releases less sediment 
over time. The overall goal of the instream and bank wood structures in the current design is to 
establish a new sediment equilibrium within Dead Horse Canyon that results in greater overall 
stability and reduced sediment export levels that are more like pre-disturbance conditions. The 
purpose of this strategy is to solve the problem at the source, without putting long term burden on 
SPU Operations & Maintenance and Asset Management staff. 

Proposed Large Wood Structures 
Based on recently collected flow and sediment data collected since 2018, the estimated sediment loads 
coming from the canyon and stream channel are thought to be approximately 600-CY/yr.  The large 
wood structures need to be designed to trap and hold this observed sediment load. The recommended 
design includes 23 bed control structures with 18 structures in the mainstem, 4 structures in the East 
Fork, and 1 structure in the West Fork. The mainstem and the East Fork are target areas as these 
locations are the main contributors of sediment to Taylor Creek based on observations of ongoing 
erosion. The size and type of structures were determined based on sediment modeling and the team’s 
decision to pursue the most robust structure scenario with the ability to capture the most sediment and 
reduce sediment input. The size and height of the structures was developed to build the channel bed to 
heights that will allow floodwaters to engage a much broader portion of the ravine bottom to reduce 
the potential for future erosion. The bed control structures also include a long, low-slope downstream 
portion to provide fish passage both immediately after construction and as the structures fill with 
sediment. The design with sloped sill logs to provide fish passage during different flow levels was 
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employed at previous SPU projects in Thornton Creek (Thornton Confluence and 
Kingfisher/Knickerbocker sites). 
 
The bed control structures will be constructed with 20- to 30-foot long, 12- to 18-inch diameter logs, 
plus additional slash, bolted connections, and manila rope lashings. The strength of the structure results 
from excavation to embed the larger logs to reduce the potential for lateral erosion after installation. 
These materials are large and will require machine installation. Revegetation will occur on slopes that 
are disturbed by material delivery and LWM installation and around the bed control structures to 
provide additional stabilization.  

Function of Large Wood Structures Over Time 
The project team anticipates two distinct future sediment regimes would occur with the proposed 
instream structures (Current design)):  

• Phase 1 – deposition within Dead Horse Canyon. After construction, sediment will accumulate 
behind wood structures. The rate of sediment deposition will be significantly influenced by the 
degree of landsliding and amount of rainfall. Not all sediment will be trapped in Phase 1; we 
expect that the finer size fractions will continue to be transported downstream. Total sediment 
yield, however, is anticipated to be well below volumes observed previously. We anticipate 
Phase 1 to last more than 10 years, but that time could be longer or shorter depending on 
frequency and size of landslides. The volume of overall sediment yield will be reduced from 
existing conditions, dependent on landslide frequency and magnitude. Yields during Phase 1 are 
expected to be much less than 50% of the existing conditions yield during the filling phase, with 
very little coarse sediment exported from the ravine. 
 

Phase 2 – new equilibrium. After structures fill to near their trap potential, we expect the ravine to 
start exporting sediment at a new, reduced rate compared to existing conditions as the system 
develops a new equilibrium that is less erosive. After structures have filled, the sediment regime 
will find new equilibrium, the channel bed/banks will be stabilized, and the risk of landsliding 
will be reduced. The goal is that 50+years from now, the structures are no longer obviously 
visible, the channel bed has been aggraded/sediment is stored in situ, and native plants have 
fully established. Phase 2 success is also dependent on successful native vegetation 
establishment and weed control. The volume of overall sediment yield during this phase will 
again be dependent on landslide frequency and magnitude; however, we expect Phase 2 to have 
~90% reduction in annual yield when compared to typical existing conditions. This means in the 
future we expect to have 100-200 cy/year coming down the creek, which is desirable, more 
manageable long-term and will support a dynamic channel bed and is more manageable long 
term.  
Sediment will continue to be produced from the ravine, and periodic landslides will continue to 
contribute sediment to the channel over time. However, there is a limit to the height of ravine 
filling along the channel, and the recommended LWM structures approach that height. By 
stabilizing the bed and bank, we are addressing the major factors in the currently observed, 
accelerated sediment generation in the ravine.  When the structures fill, they will have 
accomplished their goal of stabilizing channel incision and bank erosion, and raised the channel 
bed by 5-ft. There will be sediment transport throughout the reach – less so immediately after 
construction prior to filling, then at a reduced output into the future, at which point more 
maintenance can be focused on lower Taylor Creek if sediment accumulates in areas that create 
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issues. Ongoing weed control and native revegetation, particularly on the east side of the ravine 
should be part of the landscape management plan to help reduce erosion on the steepest 
slopes. 

At the confluence with Lake Washington, less sediment and smaller sized sediment delivered to the 
delta should mean that the delta will grow more slowly than in the past. The finer materials in the delta 
will both translate further out into the lake and will have more room to spread out, allowing the delta to 
form generally within the City’s property. However, at some point, the delta could expand beyond the 
property lines. Currently, the project team does not consider a future dredge necessary. 

Assumptions: Planned Operations & Maintenance (O&M) 
The recommended design eliminates planned O&M efforts (over other options) and is likely to have 
the lowest adaptive management needs compared with other options. The combined actions in the 
recommended design will effectively reduce the overall net sediment input in two ways: active storage 
by the large wood structures and reduction of erosional inputs from the stream bed and banks. Once 
installed, sediment will start being captured at the same time erosional processes are starting to be 
controlled through tightlining, bank stabilization and revegetation.  By capturing the existing sediment 
load and reducing the sediment load over time, the structures essentially eliminate ongoing 
maintenance for SPU in the lower channel.  The bed control structures are designed to restore a channel 
profile that avoids the focused stream power of today’s entrenched channel, thereby reducing long term 
erosional processes. As the log structures are buried, they will also be saturated which will slow the 
degradation of the logs, preserving their function s new trees grow and stabilize the bed and banks.  

Although we don’t anticipate any annual maintenance of log structures, the channel will be vulnerable 
in the first years after installation as vegetation establishes. By year 5, we anticipate the structures will 
weather some larger storms, and we hope to see a continued positive response in the active storage of 
the structures. 

Assumptions: Potential Adaptive Management  
While regular, planned maintenance of the structures is not anticipated, unplanned adaptive 
management needs may arise like most projects.  Unexpected needs are likely to arise on an irregular 
basis and identified through observations particularly during the first 5 years after installation:  

1) Minor adjustments at individual structures may be necessary as the sediment pools fill, and local 
hydraulic conditions change. Adjustments should only be necessary if the log configuration and 
sediment accumulation is resulting in local channel bed or bank instability or is causing a 
complete fish passage barrier that regulatory agencies would expect to be fixed. Thresholds for 
erosion would be developed as part of the Sediment Monitoring and Adaptive Management 
Plan to identify persistent erosion that has the potential to undermine the structure (e.g., 
focused flow below the lowest logs, or between the instream structure and the timber frames 
higher on the bank). For fish passage, repeated years with water surface drops of more than 0.8 
ft would probably signal the need for appropriate for modification. If needed adjustments to the 
structure could be completed with hand crews to remove or reposition individual logs or cut 
notches in the logs to allow for improved passage. These adjustments should only be completed 
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with review and approval from SPU personnel or consultants familiar with the structure design 
and design intent. 

2) Landscape establishment and invasives management should occur over the first 5 years after 
the project is built. Native forest community plant establishment has a multitude of benefits 
including slope stabilization, capturing water and runoff, increasing amount and type of habitat 
and it provides a future source of large woody material. The current significant levels of ivy and 
other invasive vegetation will hinder revegetation efforts, so annual monitoring and 
maintenance to support successful revegetation will support achieving the sediment reduction 
goals of the project. Landscape establishment and pre-construction invasive species 
management will be part of the project regardless of LWM installation method.  However, the 
aerial extent of vegetation management will vary somewhat depending on impacts from 
installation of the LWM. The ‘added’ costs of vegetation maintenance that would be associated 
with the different LWM delivery and installation options is included in the 50 yr. lifecycle 
estimates below for the options involving road construction and added impacts.  

Lifecycle Costs and Assumptions 
The 50-year lifecycle O&M costs associated with the LWM were calculated using the assumptions shown 
below in Table 1, and then inflated based on SPU’s Cost Estimating Guide and cost work-book.   

Table 1 Lifecycle cost estimates and assumptions for sediment management options 

 
Machine-placed 
LWM (Current 

Design) Option 1 

Hand-placed LWM 
Option 2 

Hybrid LWM 
Option 3 Sediment Pond 

Expected Future 
Sediment 
Delivery 

100-200 cy/yr. range 
(acceptable range) 

 

>200 cy/yr. 

 

> 200 cy/yr. 

 

>600 cy/yr. 

O&M Actions 
and Frequency 

LWM inspections 
(twice in yrs. 1-5) 

Plant establishment 
(annually in Yrs. 1-5 
(for area impacted by 
road.) 

LWM inspections 
annually yrs. 1-5; and 
every 5 yrs. for next 25 
yrs.) 

LWM structure 
addition every 2-5 yrs. 

LWM inspections 
annually in upper 
canyon, twice in first 5 
yrs. in lower canyon; 
and every five yrs. in 
upper watershed for 
next 25 yrs. 

LWM structure 
addition every 3-7 yrs. 

Plant establishment 
(annually in Yrs. 1-5 
for area impacted by 
road.) 

$500,000 dredging 
costs/yr. (half the 
cost for 
Meadowbrook) 

O&M 
Assumptions for 

LWM inspections 
(twice during yrs. 1-

LWM inspections 
(twice during yrs. 1-5); 

LWM inspections – 
annually in upper 

$500,000 annual 
dredging costs/yr. 
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Cost Estimates 5); 
$10,000/inspection 
based on crew of 2 
@ 40 hrs. @$125/hr. 

 

 

Plant establishment 
Yrs. 1-5 (60K) 

- 3:1 Mitigation for 
tree loss 

- 4 acres x 
$15,000/ac/yr.x 5 
yrs. 

$10,000/inspection 
based on crew of 2 @ 
40 hrs. @$125/hr. 

 
LWM addition in year 
3; and then every 5 yrs. 
starting in yr. 6 and 
continuing for 5 times.  
Cost estimate based on 
initial cost estimate of 
$1.5M for hand-
placement and inflated 
for future yrs. 

area; twice during first 
5 years in lower 
canyon; based on 
crew of 2 @ 20 hrs. 
@$125/hr. 

 
Plant establishment 
Yrs. 1-5 (60K) 

- 3:1 Mitigation for 
tree loss 

- 2 acres x 
$15,000/ac/yr. 5 yrs. 

In upper canyon LWM 
addition in yr. 3 and 
every 5 yrs. starting in 
yr. 6 and continuing 
for 5 times   Assume 
$750K per LWM 
addition (half the cost 
of Option 2 Hand 
Placement); and 
inflated for future yrs. 

(half the cost for 
Meadowbrook) 
 
Or alternatively, the 
facility could be 
redesigned based on 
recent estimates of 
sediment input (600 
cy/yr) and size of 
sediment pond 
design (200 cy) 

Possible 
Adaptive 
Management 
(not included in 
cost estimates) 

Response to 
landslide or storm 
events. 
 
Fish passage 
modifications (notch 
or reposition logs) 
 
Dredging 
 
Expanded floodplain 
restoration 

Response to landslide 
or storm events. 
 
Fish passage 
modifications (notch or 
reposition logs) 
 
Dredging 
 
Expanded floodplain 
restoration 

Response to landslide 
or storm events. 
 
Fish passage 
modifications (notch 
or reposition logs) 
 
Dredging 
 
Expanded floodplain 
restoration 
 

Expanded floodplain 
restoration 
 
More or less 
dredging 

Total Project 
Cost thru 
Construction 

$ 43,700,000 $ 37,000,000 est $ 39,800,000 est $ 30,000,000 

50 Yr LWM 
LifeCycle O&M 
Costs- inflated* 

$ 400,000 $ 9,300,000 $ 4,030,000 $25,900,000 

 

While 50 years is not necessarily the life of the structures, for comparison the team used the standard 
facilities/asset 50-year lifecycle as a time period that staff are used to evaluating costs for expected 
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O&M.  Costs for planned O&M and limited adaptive management are included in the costs presented in 
Table 1 along with the assumptions that were made in calculating the estimates.  These are not 
comprehensive O&M estimates for the entire project, nor do they include all potential adaptive 
management needs.   

As discussed in the memo, there is significant variability in the expected life cycle costs of the sediment 
management options, so understanding the cost and maintenance implications of each option is 
important.  Figure 1 shows the total lifecycle cost for each option and the proportion distribution of 

capital investment 
vs anticipated 
O&M over a 50. Yr. 
lifecycle. 

 

 

 

 

Complementary Actions Beyond the Project Scope 
In addition to the efforts proposed as part of the Taylor Creek Restoration Project, there are additional 
activities underway or that could be planned by various City Departments, King County or other partners 
to improve the overall condition of the watershed and enhance SPU’s sediment management strategy.   

City of Seattle Stormwater Code 
City of Seattle’s Stormwater Code is one of the City’s most comprehensive tool for managing 
stormwater to prevent impacts to lakes, streams and wetlands in Seattle, and over time to reduce the 
footprint of impervious surfaces in the City. Long-term stormwater management within the Taylor Creek 
Watershed will improve the outcome of any sediment management strategy implemented within the 
creek bed/banks. 

Partnerships with King County and/or Skyway 
Untreated stormwater from Unincorporated King County within the Bryn Mawr-Skyway area (Skyway 
Water and Sewer District), and within City of Seattle limits drains directly to the watershed via a number 
of uncontrolled outfalls along the edge of the canyon. These outfalls contribute to the erosion of the 
canyon walls and increases the sediment input into the creek. SPU and King County should implement 

 $-

 $10,000,000

 $20,000,000

 $30,000,000

 $40,000,000

 $50,000,000

 $60,000,000

LWM with Access
Rd.

Hand-placed LWM Hybrid - Partial
Access road/hand-

placed LWM

Sediment Pond

50 Yr. Lifecycle Costs

Cost to Construct 50 Yr. O&MCosts

Figure 1 Estimated 50 yr. Lifecycle Costs for Sediment Management Options 
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focused stormwater management around the canyon to further reduce sediment input from 
surrounding areas. This could include the following actions:  

• Develop partnering plan with King County 
• Identify smaller contributing basins and model runoff 
• Identify and implement green, blue or grey solutions to capture/treat/store runoff from 

public and private sources 
• Continue to protect and restore headwater wetlands 

Green Stormwater Infrastructure Incentives 
Parcels eligible for GSI flow control incentives such as rebates on cisterns and raingardens – does not 
apply to the eastern side of the basin outside City Limits, or to upper watershed and headwater 
wetlands which are also outside of City limits. Within the public Right of Way, GIS incentives for flow 
control apply in a small portion of the upper watershed, and incentives for water quality and flow 
control apply on the east side of the ravine.  

Future Joint Acquisition and Floodplain Restoration 
Both SPU and SPR have an interest in the future joint acquisition of any of the four parcels adjacent to 
Lakeridge Park (along 68th Ave S) where there are willing sellers. Such a partnership would provide 
expanded natural park lands, allow for trail connectivity from Lake WA through Lakeridge Park and into 
Dead Horse Canyon, provide an opportunity to expand the floodplain restoration and improve salmon 
habitat.  At this time, this work is beyond the scope, capacity and budget of both Departments but a 
conceptual plan for future restoration was developed by SPU to demonstrate future compatibility with 
the existing design. 

Green Seattle Partnership (GSP) and Friends of Dead Horse Canyon 
Both GSP and Friends of Dead Horse Canyon are actively involved in plant stewardship (removal of 
invasive plants and reforestation) within the canyon. This work is critical for increasing canopy cover 
which will reduce erosion, provide habitat, sequester carbon and provide slope stability. Continued 
support for these efforts should be demonstrated.  
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